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Item No：BZ07119208
Eco paper rope

 

with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Selling point
*Structure cardboard packaging

*Design style: simple

*Paper: 350G American cattle card double-
sided + double-sided four-color printing (FSC 
available)

*Features: no glue, no plastic, full paper 
design, environmental protection concept

Remark: It should be noted that the color 
difference of kraft paper is unavoidable due 
to different batches

 Package size：71*192mm 





Eco paper ropeSelling point 
*Structure: paperboard packaging (back card 
+ model paperboard + paper tape + paper 
rope)

*Design style: simple

*Elements: recently popular grindstones 
highlight natural elements

*Paper: 350G single copper mounting+ four 
color + matt film, *environmental protection 
certification paper can be selected. (FSC) 

*Features: no plastic, full paper design, 
environmental protection concept

with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Item No：BZ10519308

 Package size：105*193mm





with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Item No：BZ11320508
Selling point
*Structure: Drawer box hanging rope (outer 
box of portable rope + paper inner support 
+ round webbing hand rope)

*Design style: recently popular gradual 
design

*Paper: 350G single copper + four color 
printing + matt film (FSC available)

*Features: No plastic for window opening, 
full paper design, environmental protection 
concept.

*The size of the outer package can be 
universal, and the inner bracket can be 
replaced.

Package size：113*205*15mm            
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with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Item No：BZ12721508
Selling point 
*Structure: Drawer box hanging rope 
(outer box of portable rope + paper inner 
support + round webbing hand rope)

*Design style: simple and universal 
*Paper: 350G single copper + four color 
printing +matt film+ embossing + window 
pasting 18C ordinary PET

*Features: windows with PET, 
biodegradable PET can be selected 

*The size of the outer package can be 
universal, and the inner bracket can be 
replaced.

 Package size：127*215*18mm                    



正侧展示

with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Selling point  
*Structure: drawer hardcover gift box (right pull-out gift box 
+ bottom box + paper inner tray)

*Design style: simple and advanced

*Paper: 400G single copper double layer+1 special + four 
color printing + matte film + bronzing + embossing

*Features: There is no plastic when opening the window, 
which is initially used to highlight the selling points of the 
product

*The size of the outer package can be universal, and the 
inner bracket can be replaced.

Item No：BZ12721508

Package size：127*215*26mm                    



Intellectual Property Declaration:
1.Our company hereby reminds you to read the terms of this agreement carefully to avoid unnecessary legal liabilities and disputes. Access to this 
website and infringement of the company's works will be regarded as an unobjectionable approval of the entire content of this statement.

2. The design works on the document are all original design schemes, which are the design results independently completed by C&T INDUSTRY 
COMPANY LTD. Therefore, it may not be reproduced without our company permission, also cannot excerpt, modify, edit, misappropriate and 
plagiarize. If the above situation occurs, the company will protect the legitimate rights and interests of our company in accordance with the 
"Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China" and other relevant laws and regulations, and shall bear all losses caused to third parties, hereby 
declares.

Disclaimer:
Some of the graphic works on the company's documents come from the Internet, and some need to purchase copyrights through third parties. 
Accordingly, the company makes no warranties, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained or referenced therein.



Website ：www.ctworld168.com
Tel ：020-89014309  / +86-17665023206

Address ：Room 501,Building 3,No.539,Shibei Industry Road,Dashi Street,Panyu District,Guangzhou

Hey! 
We are the protectors

quick custom ecological solutioner.

If you are a brand owner of
mobile smartphone accessories, 

please don't miss our ODM production, service
I believe I can bring value to you.

Please contact me！


